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4.6. Summary	
	
After	investigating	the	role	of	several	cell	types	in	my	reaggregation	system	I	have	
gained	some	surprising	results,	some	of	which	agree	with	what	is	seen	in	vivo	and	some	
which	don’t,	which	will	be	discussed	in	the	final	chapter	of	this	thesis.	Firstly,	MG	seem	
to	play	an	important	role	in	self-organisation,	although	I	cannot	conclusively	say	
whether	this	is	due	to	the	absence	of	MG	or	an	effect	of	inhibiting	Notch	signalling.	
Secondly,	it	appears	neither	RPE,	nor	RGC	cells	are	required	for	self-organisation	in	
these	aggregates,	as	aggregates	organise	just	as	well	in	their	absence.	Finally,	AC	and	
HCs	may	play	a	role	in	self-organisation,	but	unfortunately,	I	was	unable	to	gain	enough	
data	to	determine	whether	this	observation	is	statistically	significant	or	not.	
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CHAPTER	5	
	
Discussion	and	Future	Directions
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5. Discussion	and	Future	Directions	
	
5.1. Building	a	novel	model	of	retinal	lamination	in	vitro	
	
There	are	several	ways	to	study	cellular	lamination	of	the	retina.	Looking	at	mutants	for	
different	cell	types	or	molecules	might	tell	us	which	are	crucial	for	lamination,	or	one	
can	study	the	migratory	patterns	of	individual	cells	to	understand	which	might	interact	
with	other	to	find	their	appropriate	layers.	But	the	cells	of	the	retina	are	laminating	
within	a	complex	environment,	full	of	other	influencing	factors	such	as	pre-existing	
polarity,	surrounding	tissues	and	scaffolds	and	guidance	cues.	To	really	understand	the	
fundamental	mechanisms	of	lamination	it	is	necessary	to	look	at	the	basic	components	
of	the	system	in	a	simplified	environment.	For	this	reason,	I	used	the	aggregation	
technique	to	build	on	previous	investigations	of	retinal	lamination.	Previous	aggregate	
studies	began	to	reveal	some	of	the	cellular	and	molecular	mechanisms	of	retinal	
lamination	in	chick,	mouse	and	even	gerbil,	but	the	techniques	used	in	these	studies	
were	time	consuming	and	limited	by	the	genetic	tools	available	in	those	systems.	In	this	
thesis	I	decided	to	take	advantage	of	the	genetic	tools	available	and	ease	of	imaging	of	
the	zebrafish	retina	to	allow	me	to	easily	image	and	manipulate	cells	and	molecules	of	
interest	for	my	investigations.	Zebrafish	retinal	cells	had	never	before	been	cultured	as	
a	reaggregate	culture,	and	so	a	large	portion	of	the	work	in	this	thesis	involves	
developing	a	novel	protocol	to	culture	zebrafish	retinal	cells	in	a	3D	format	and	devising	
a	way	to	image	and	quantitatively	analyse	their	laminar	organisation.	In	doing	so	I	
revealed	several	developmental	mechanisms	of	zebrafish	retinal	lamination	in	vitro	and	
used	this	system	to	expand	on	previous	studies	of	retinal	lamination,	revealing	the	role	
of	some	cell	types	and	molecules	in	this	process.	This	thesis	proves	that	zebrafish	
retinal	reaggregates	can	be	used	as	a	simple,	easy-to-manipulate	model	with	which	we	
can	accelerate	the	studies	of	retinal	lamination.	
	
5.1.1. Development	of	a	scaffold-free,	3D	culture	of	zebrafish	retinal	cells	
	
Zebrafish	retinal	cells	are	not	commonly	dissociated	and	cultured,	and	so	I	needed	to	
establish	a	protocol	to	dissect,	dissociate,	and	culture	them	in	a	3D	non-adhesive	format.	
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The	first	step	in	developing	this	protocol	was	to	adapt	and	optimise	a	pre-existing	
dissociation	protocol	(Almeida	et	al.	2014)	to	ensure	retinas	were	dissociated	into	
mostly	single	cells,	while	also	producing	a	higher	yield	of	cells	than	previously	achieved	
and	ensuring	good	viability	before	culture.	This	was	achieved	by	altering	length	and	
temperature	of	enzyme	incubation	and	adding	extra	washing	steps	after	dissociation	to	
inactivate	the	enzyme.	This	aimed	to	reduce	the	stress	the	cells	encountered,	thereby	
promoting	viability,	and	normal	cellular	behaviour	during	culture.	The	next	step	was	to	
optimise	culture	conditions.	Zebrafish	retinal	cells	have	never	before	been	cultured	in	a	
3D	format,	so	it	was	necessary	to	experiment	with	the	culture	medium	and	culture	
format.	Cells	could	reaggregate	in	a	minimal	medium	of	just	L-15	plus	PSF,	but	it	was	
clear	that	the	addition	of	FBS	and	embryo	extract	promoted	reaggregation	and	
aggregate	growth.	It	is	unknown	exactly	why	these	promote	reaggregation,	but	it	could	
be	because	they	are	rich	in	proteins	and	cell	growth	factors.	In	agreement	with	previous	
reports	(Zolessi	et	al.	2006),	I	also	found	that	N2	supplement	supports	RGC	growth	and	
maturation	in	these	cultures	(data	not	shown),	and	it	was	later	deemed	necessary	to	
include	PTU	to	prevent	pigment	formation	in	the	aggregates	to	aid	in	imaging.	The	3D	
culture	format	was	also	crucial	to	these	experiments.	At	first	a	simple	hanging	drop	
assay	was	used,	which	revealed	that	cells	could	reaggregate,	but	the	level	of	aggregation	
and	shape	and	size	of	the	aggregates	varied	considerably	from	one	sample	to	another,	
and	particularly	between	experiments.	The	use	of	another	culture	format,	the	3D	Petri	
Dish	solved	these	problems.	These	agarose	microwells	provided	a	confined,	non-
adhesive	environment	which	minimises	distance	between	cells.	The	cells	within	the	
wells	aggregated	quickly,	and	generated	equally	sized	and	shaped	aggregates,	useful	for	
quantitative	analysis.		
	
The	ability	of	zebrafish	retinal	progenitors	to	reaggregate	without	the	need	for	a	
scaffold	supports	previous	findings	in	chick	(Moscona	1961;	Sheffield	&	Moscona	1969),	
where	dispersed	chick	retinal	cells	reaggregated	in	a	simple	gyratory	culture,	allowing	
initial	observations	of	retinal	cell	organisation	in	reaggregated	cultures.	I	was	interested	
to	see	if	this	reaggregation	was	also	dependant	on	R-Cognin,	as	it	is	in	chick	(Lilien	&	
Moscona	1967),	to	get	a	sense	of	whether	some	of	the	mechanisms	of	reaggregation	in	
zebrafish	might	be	the	same	as	those	in	chick.	My	data	suggest	R-Cognin	is	also	crucial	
for	zebrafish	retinal	cell	reaggregation.	Application	of	the	small	molecule	inhibitor	of	R-
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Cognin,	PACMA31,	prevented	cell	reaggregation	after	dissociation	in	a	dose-dependent	
manner.	I	cannot	say	however,	whether	R-Cognin	is	involved	in	retinal	lamination.	It	is	
expressed	on	the	surface	of	all	retinal	cell	types	in	chick	(Dobi	et	al.	1986),	therefore	it	
could	play	a	part	in	assisting	the	retinal	cell	types	to	establish	and/or	maintain	their	
appropriate	layering.	However,	as	it	is	also	crucial	in	reaggregation	in	my	cultures	I	
cannot	explore	this	in	my	setup.	It	could	be	explored	in	vivo,	where	cells	may	be	
additionally	supported	by	surrounding	tissues,	allowing	them	to	attempt	to	establish	
their	normal	architecture.	R-Cognin	may	also	play	a	part	in	the	age-dependant	ability	of	
retinal	cells	to	reaggregate	and	laminate.	R-Cognin	is	expressed	more	abundantly	and	
promotes	reaggregation	better	in	cells	from	younger	stage	retinas	in	chick	(Ben-Shaul	et	
al.	1980).	These	studies	suggested	there	was	an	age-dependent	capacity	of	retinal	cells	
to	regenerate	R-cognin	and	therefore	reaggregate.	It	would	be	interesting	to	investigate	
the	expression	of	R-Cognin	at	different	stages	of	zebrafish	retinal	cell	reaggregation	to	
determine	if	it	also	plays	an	age-dependant	role	in	my	aggregates.	
	
Finally,	I	validated	the	model	to	ensure	it	was	representative	of	the	developmental	
events	occurring	in	vivo.	I	found	the	numbers	of	ACs,	and	HCs	to	be	very	similar	to	those	
in	previously	published	in	vivo	studies	(Boije	et	al.	2015;	He	et	al.	2012)	whereas	the	
numbers	of	BCs	and	PRs	were	somewhat	increased.	The	reason	for	this	is	unknown,	but	
the	overall	change	in	proportions	is	fairly	modest.		
	
This	model	represents	the	early	stages	of	retinal	differentiation	and	lamination	in	the	
zebrafish	retina,	however	it	is	unknown	how	mature	these	cells	are	and	therefore	
whether	it	also	represents	later	stages	of	differentiation.	It	must	also	be	noted	that	these	
aggregates	are	very	small	in	comparison	to	the	retinas	in	vivo.	It	was	observed	that	cells	
in	larger	aggregates,	generated	using	the	hanging	drop	method,	were	less	organised	
than	smaller	aggregates	generated	using	the	agarose	microwell	dishes.	Although	we	did	
not	investigate	the	reasons	for	this,	we	should	keep	in	mind	that	perhaps	the	
environment	in	these	aggregates	is	simpler	than	in	vivo	since	cells	do	not	have	to	
migrate	as	far.		
	
5.1.2. The	process	of	lamination	can	be	observed	in	real	time	using	the	
Spectrum	of	Fates	line	
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Many	studies	of	tissue	organisation	use	techniques	such	as	immunohistochemistry	or	in	
situ	hybridization	to	identify	the	different	cell	populations	which	can	be	quite	time	
consuming.	The	use	of	the	SoFa1	line	for	the	starting	material	of	my	experiments	
allowed	immediate	and	even	live	microscopic	access	to	the	process	of	lamination.	I	
showed	that	the	cell	fate-tagged	fluorophores	(FPs)	were	expressed	in	the	aggregates	at	
roughly	similar	times	to	in	vivo,	although	there	was	a	modest	delay.	This	could	be	due	to	
the	time	the	embryos	spent	outside	of	the	incubator	during	preparation,	dissection	and	
dissociation.	However,	ultimately,	all	FPs	were	expressed	in	the	48hic	aggregate,	and	
the	numbers	of	cells	fates	were	in	roughly	the	same	proportions	as	a	72hpf	retina.	
Therefore,	perhaps	it	is	not	unreasonable	to	assume	the	developmental	timing	in	my	
aggregates	roughly	resembles	the	situation	in	vivo.	
	
Although	all	main	cell	types	can	be	identified	in	the	SoFa1	line	in	situ,	I	found	it	was	
difficult	to	distinguish	some	cell	types	from	others	in	my	aggregates,	particularly	when	
it	came	to	quantify	the	patterning	of	large	groups	of	cells.	Although	it	would	be	
interesting	to	gain	a	higher	level	of	detail	by	identifying	the	patterning	of	each	
individual	cell	type,	cells	seemed	to	be	grouped	together	in	a	way	that	meant	I	was	still	
able	to	analyse	the	positioning	of	distinct	populations	of	cells	and	gain	insight	into	the	
basic	mechanisms	of	lamination.	I	did	however	think	it	was	important	to	understand	
where	RGCs	were	positioned,	given	they	are	amongst	the	first	cells	to	differentiate	in	
the	developing	retina	and	form	the	most	basal	layer.	To	investigate	their	role	in	the	
layering	of	all	other	cells	types,	I	thought	it	was	necessary	to	understand	their	
positioning	within	the	aggregates	under	control	conditions.	I	therefore	looked	at	the	
expression	of	Zn5	and	found	RGCs	to	be	positioned	in	the	outer	layer	of	the	aggregates.	
This	confirmed	that	the	cells	in	the	aggregates	were	layered	in	roughly	the	same	order	
as	they	are	in	vivo,	which	is	discussed	later	in	this	chapter.		
	
In	my	experiments,	I	decided	to	fix	and	mount	the	aggregates	prior	to	imaging	to	
improve	quality,	however,	an	additional	yet	significant	benefit	to	using	the	SoFa1	line	is	
that	cells	could	be	imaged	live.	To	do	this	would	require	imaging	cells	from	above	the	
micro-well	plates	using	a	water	dipping	lens	but	would	be	limited	by	the	working	
distance	of	the	objective	and	whether	it	can	get	close	enough	to	the	cells,	due	to	the	
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limited	space	inside	the	seeding	chamber.	The	benefits	of	this	are	discussed	in	the	
future	directions	section	of	this	chapter.	
	
5.1.3. Quantifying	lamination	
	
In	this	thesis,	I	describe	a	novel	method	for	quantifying	the	lamination	of	cells	in	my	
aggregates,	using	the	SoFa1	line.	Due	to	the	concentric	patterning	of	these	cells	I	
decided	the	best	method	for	analysis	should	be	based	on	this	geometry.	I	therefore	
devised	a	new	method,	together	with	Leila	Muresan	whereby	fluorescence	signal	is	
measured	along	isocontours	at	2-pixel	thickness	from	the	periphery	to	the	centre	of	the	
aggregate.	This	accounts	for	differences	in	aggregate	shape	and	for	the	unique	
patterning	found	in	these	aggregates.	Using	this	method,	we	can	see	that	the	
Crx:gapCFP-expressing	population	of	cells	are	clearly	clustered	inside	of	the	
Ptf1a:cytGFP-expressing	cells,	and	there	isn’t	much	intermingling	between	the	two	cell	
types.	This	allowed	me	to	compare	one	condition	to	another,	where	perhaps	one	is	
organised,	i.e.	cell	populations	are	spatially	distinct,	and	one	is	disorganised,	i.e.	cells	are	
found	at	any	position	in	the	aggregate.	The	script	is	easy	to	use	and	allows	for	quick	and	
robust	analysis	of	many	samples,	allowing	better	statistical	certainty.	By	measuring	the	
areas	between	these	curves,	I	could	derive	a	measure	of	laminar	organization	in	my	
aggregates	and	can	easily	compare	one	experimental	condition	to	another.	
	
This	method	is	fairly	robust	for	this	type	of	organisation,	but	it	may	only	give	limited	
information	if	the	cells	were	to	organise	in	a	different	pattern,	for	example	several	
separate	clusters.	If	alternate	patterning	were	found,	the	user	would	need	to	adapt	this	
method	of	analysis	for	the	specific	geometry	found	in	their	data.		
	
5.1.4. Summary	
	
This	protocol	allows	for	easy	investigation	of	the	mechanisms	of	neural	lamination.	Due	
to	the	rapid	process	of	lamination	in	these	aggregates,	the	transgenically	labelled	cells	
of	the	SoFa1	line,	and	a	quick	and	robust	method	for	quantifying	lamination	we	can	
manipulate	cells	and	molecules	in	this	system	and	assess	their	importance	in	
lamination.	
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5.2. Zebrafish	retinal	cells	can	self-organise	
	
In	developing	this	model	I	have	shown	for	the	first	time	that	Zebrafish	retinal	cells	are	
capable	of	self-organising,	through	some	process	of	sorting,	in	a	non-adhesive	3D	
culture	format	which	agrees	with	previous	studies	in	chick	retinal	reaggregates	
(Moscona	1961;	Layer	&	Willbold	1993;	Layer	&	Willbold	1994).	I	have	also	
characterised	this	ability	to	self-organise	both	in	terms	of	dependence	on	
developmental	time,	and	the	ordering	of	layers.	
	
5.2.1. Lamination	is	stage-dependant	
	
During	the	optimisation	of	all	these	processes	I	investigated	which	stage	would	be	most	
appropriate	for	the	starting	point	of	culture.	I	cultured	cells	from	different	stages,	
ranging	from	24hpf,	when	cells	are	beginning	to	differentiate,	to	72hpf,	when	cells	are	
fully	differentiated	and	laminated	in	vivo.	The	discovery	that	the	cells	from	24hpf	
retinas	were	better	able	to	organise	compared	to	cells	from	older	stages	is	not	
unsurprising	given	that	it	is	around	this	time	that	cells	are	laminating	in	the	retina	in	
vivo.	It	is	also	reported	in	previous	studies	of	chick	retinal	reaggregation	assays	
(Rothermel	et	al.	1997)	that	cells	from	younger	stages	were	more	capable	of	self-
organising	than	those	from	older	stages,	suggesting	the	mechanisms	responsible	for	
retinal	layering	are	more	active	during	the	earlier	developmental	stages	and	down-
regulated	in	later	stages.		
	
5.2.2. Aggregates	organise	in	the	same	order	as	in	vivo	
	
Using	the	SoFa1	transgenic	line	I	could	identify	cell	populations	and	analyse	their	
organisation	within	the	aggregates.	The	cell	layers	within	the	aggregates	are	organising	
in	the	same	relative	order	as	they	do	in	vivo,	with	RPE	next	to	photoreceptors	and	
bipolar	cells,	next	to	horizontal	and	Amacrine	cells,	and	finally,	RGCs.	At	first	glance,	this	
normal	progression	of	layers	is	apparently	inverted	with	respect	to	the	retina	in	situ,	
where	the	RPE	is	normally	the	outer	cell	layer	and	the	RGCs	comprise	the	inner.	While	
situated	near	the	basement	membrane	on	the	inner	surface	of	the	intact	retina,	RGCs	in	
my	aggregates	are	found	near	the	outer	surface,	and	photoreceptors	and	bipolar	cells,	
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which	populate	the	outer	layers	of	the	intact	retina,	are	found	near	the	centres.	Such	
observations	of	inside-out	organisation	were	also	seen	with	rosettes	of	cells	within	the	
retinospheroids	described	by	Layer	and	colleagues	(Layer	et	al.	2001;	Layer	et	al.	2002),	
and	such	photoreceptor-centred	rosettes,	surrounded	by	inner	layer	cells	have	
frequently	also	been	seen	in	vivo	in	pathological	conditions	(Wei	et	al.	2006;	Johnson	et	
al.	2007).		
	
However,	perhaps	it	is	not	fair	to	directly	compare	the	layering	in	vivo	and	in	vitro	as	it	
is	not	accurate	to	liken	the	spheroid	shape	of	the	aggregates	with	the	curvature	of	the	
retina	in	vivo.	The	aggregates	comprise	a	continuous	sphere	of	cells,	with	an	apical	
centre	and	a	basal	outer	layer,	much	like	in	other	neuroepithelium	such	as	the	neural	
tube.	However,	the	retina	in	vivo	is	not	spherical,	in	fact	it	is	a	layered	sheet	of	cells	
which	is	curved	around	a	lens.	During	retinal	epithelium	morphogenesis,	these	layers	
start	off	in	the	typical	outside-in	polarity	but	are	seemingly	inverted	during	optic	cup	
morphogenesis.	It	is	therefore	not	accurate	to	describe	the	apical	surface	as	on	the	
“outside”	and	the	basal	on	the	“inside”	and	we	cannot	liken	this	overall	structure	to	a	
sphere.	Taken	out	of	the	context	of	the	embryo,	perhaps	my	aggregates	display	the	
natural	tendency	for	retinal	cells	to	organise	themselves	in	layers	with	RPE	in	the	centre	
and	RGCs	on	the	outside,	which	does	not	rely	on	the	polarity	of	the	tissue	generated	by	
optic	morphogenetic	movements.		
	
A	more	accurate	description	of	the	layering	of	these	cells	would	be	to	compare	their	
positioning	relative	to	the	apicobasal	axis.	We	could	look	for	polarity	markers	such	as	
Pard3,	an	apically	localised	PDZ	scaffold	protein	expressed	in	the	OLM	(Wei	et	al.	2004),	
or	other	adherens	junction	proteins	such	as	ZO-1	or	aPKC,	also	expressed	near	the	OLM	
(Wu	et	al.	2014).	It	would	also	be	interesting	to	look	at	cell	migratory	patterns.	If	cells	
are	born	at	the	centre	of	the	aggregates,	the	“apical”	surface,	and	migrate	outwards	to	
the	“basal”	surface,	as	they	do	in	vivo,	this	would	further	indicate	whether	the	polarity,	
and	therefore	layering	is	the	same.	By	imaging	cells	continuously	from	the	point	of	
seeding	onwards	we	would	be	able	to	follow	their	movements	during	lamination	in	
culture.	This	is	discussed	further,	near	the	end	of	the	discussion	chapter.	
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5.2.3. The	Differential	Adhesion	Hypothesis	
	
Zebrafish	retinal	cells	are	clearly	capable	of	self-organising	after	dissociation	but	the	
mechanisms	by	which	these	cells	are	sorting	into	their	correct	layers	without	a	scaffold	
or	extrinsic	cues	is	still	not	fully	understood.	The	differential	adhesion	hypothesis	
(DAH)	model	of	cellular	organisation	suggests	that	cells	in	an	aggregate	will	laminate	
through	cells	minimising	their	interfacial	free	energies	(Steinberg	1970;	Foty	&	
Steinberg	2005;	Steinberg	2007).	Cells	with	the	strongest	adhesions	to	each	other	in	
such	aggregates	move	to	the	centre	while	cells	with	weaker	adhesions	sit	further	out	in	
the	cultures.	Indeed	it	has	recently	been	shown	in	other	epithelial	tissues,	such	as	the	
kidney,	that	cells	are	organising	by	differential	cadherin-based	cell-cell	adhesion	
(Lefevre	et	al.	2017).	Recently,	it	has	been	shown	that	cell-cell	surface	tensions,	rather	
than	simple	adhesion,	may	also	drive	lamination	in	tissues	(Maître	et	al.	2012;	Maître	et	
al.	2015).	The	mechanism	by	which	cells	sort	is	still	not	clear,	but	it	could	be	through	
either	differential	adhesion	or	tension,	or	a	combination	of	both.	
	
It	would	be	very	interesting	to	investigate	in	our	aggregates	how	much	of	a	role	these	
physical	factors	play	in	retinal	lamination.		For	instance,	the	DAH	would	suggest	the	
strongest	adhesions	in	my	cultures	are	between	RPE	cells	and	the	next	strongest	
between	photoreceptors	and/or	bipolar	cells,	which	occupy	the	centre	of	the	aggregates	
when	the	RPE	is	removed.		These	possibilities	can	be	tested	using	new	advances	in	
micro-physical	measurements	of	tension	and	adhesion.	Measurements	of	adhesion	
taken	by	atomic	force	spectroscopy	during	a	cell-binding	assay	can	tell	us	which	cell	
populations	adhere	more	tightly	to	each	other	(Puech	et	al.	2006).	Measurements	of	
tension	taken	during	dual	pipette	aspiration	assays	can	tell	us	how	much	tension	cells	
are	under	according	to	the	angle	of	deformation	between	cells	while	being	pulled	apart	
(Maître	et	al.	2012).	Using	these	methods	one	can	gain	a	sense	of	the	forces	involved	in	
the	adhesion	and	tension	of	different	groups	of	cells.	 	
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5.3. Cellular	mechanisms	of	retinal	lamination	
	
Previous	studies	have	begun	to	reveal	the	role	of	certain	cell	types	and	molecules	in	
retinal	lamination.	Cell-type	elimination	experiments	in	vivo	have	shown	that	none	of	
the	neural	cell	types	or	the	MG	are	essential	for	layering	of	the	remaining	cell	types.	
However,	in	vitro	studies	have	revealed	a	role	of	some	cell	types,	including	RPE	and	MG	
in	lamination	in	aggregates.	This	suggests	that	possibly	there	are	mechanisms	in	vivo	
that	compensate	for	their	loss	but	not	in	vitro.	In	this	thesis,	I	have	sought	to	continue		
and	accelerate	these	investigations	in	my	newly	developed	in	vitro	model	of	lamination,	
taking	advantage	of	the	ease	of	imaging	and	genetic	manipulations	in	zebrafish.	In	this	
section	I	will	discuss	the	results	I	achieved	from	removal	of	various	cell	types.	
	
5.3.1. Retinal	Pigment	Epithelium	
	
My	data	indicate	that	RPE	cells	are	not	crucial	to	the	initial	layering	of	all	other	retinal	
cell	types.	This	is	surprising	since	previous	aggregate	studies	indicate	that	RPE	has	an	
appreciable	influence	on	how	retinal	cells	laminate.	They	show	that	in	the	absence	of	
RPE,	retinal	cells	generated	rosetted	aggregates,	with	inverted	polarity,	whereas	those	
cultured	in	the	presence	of	RPE	generated	fully	stratified,	and	correctly	polarised	
aggregates	(Rothermel	et	al.	1997).	My	data	indicate	that	RPE	cells	are	not	necessary	to	
achieve	basic	laminar	organisation	in	zebrafish	retinal	aggregates,	but	it	remains	to	be	
seen	whether	they	have	a	role	in	polarising	the	order	of	cell	layers	as	the	experimental	
setup	in	these	experiments	is	quite	different.	Here,	the	RPE	cells	organise	in	the	centre	
of	the	aggregates,	whereas	in	previous	studies,	the	RPE	cells	were	cultured	as	a	
monolayer	beneath	the	retinal	cultures.	Any	influence	of	RPE	on	other	cells	would	be	
coming	from	the	outside	of	the	aggregates,	rather	than	from	inside.	Despite	this,	the	
order	of	layers	of	the	other	cell	types	is	still	the	same,	in	respect	to	the	RPE,	as	in	vivo,	
however,	it	seems	RPE	are	not	necessary	for	their	organisation	in	this	way.		
	
Although	RPE	cells	are	not	necessary	for	lamination	in	my	aggregates,	some	mutants	of	
RPE	genesis	show	a	disorganisation	of	the	retinal	layers	in	vivo.	The	cause	of	this	is	
unknown,	but	perhaps	this	effect	is	due	to	lack	of	a	polarity	signal.	It	would	be	
interesting	to	culture	zebrafish	retinal	cells	in	the	presence	of	a	monolayer	of	RPE	cells	
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and	see	whether	an	external	diffusible	cue	has	any	influence	on	the	polarity	of	these	
aggregates,	as	they	do	in	chick	(Rothermel	et	al.	1997).		
	
We	should	also	consider	how	developmental	time	may	be	different	in	my	experiments	
considering	RPE	cells	were	deemed	necessary	to	achieve	stage-dependent	higher	order	
of	lamination	in	chick	aggregates	(Layer	&	Willbold	1989).	Although	it	was	only	possible	
to	eliminate	RPE	cells	at	32	hpf	and	there	is	the	possibility	that	RPE	cells	may	have	an	
organizing	influence	between	24	and	32	hpf	I	don’t	consider	this	to	influence	the	
outcomes	of	the	experiments,	as	fully	disaggregated	cells	from	24hpf	and	32	hpf	retinas	
organised	achieved	roughly	the	same	level	of	patterning	of	cells.	It	would	however	be	
interesting	to	see	if	RPE	plays	a	role	in	the	higher	order	of	lamination,	such	as	IPL	
formation	in	these	aggregates,	which	cannot	currently	be	seen	with	the	imaging	
techniques	used.	
	
Despite	their	apparent	lack	of	importance	in	lamination	in	my	setup,	it	is	nevertheless	
interesting	that	RPE	cells	find	themselves	in	the	centre	of	these	aggregates,	considering	
that	these	cells	are	normally	found	around	the	outside	of	the	retina	in	vivo.	One	
suggestion	is	that	they	organise	in	the	centre	simply	due	to	high	levels	of	adhesion	or	
tension	between	cells.	It	was	observed	during	dissection	that	the	cells	were	very	elastic	
and	recoiled	into	themselves.	This	high	tension	could	cause	them	to	organise	in	the	
centre	of	the	aggregates,	although	we	cannot	show	this	at	this	time.	
	
5.3.2. Müller	Glia		
	
MG	are	specified	in	my	aggregates	at	roughly	similar	times	as	they	are	in	vivo	and	by	
using	a	time-sensitive	treatment	of	DAPT	I	was	able	to	eliminate	MG	and	assess	their	
role	in	lamination.	My	results	show	that	MG	are	essential	for	lamination	in	zebrafish	
retinal	aggregates	which	correlates	with	findings	in	chick	reaggregates.	It	would	be	
interesting	to	see	what	kind	of	a	role	they	play	in	lamination,	whether	they	act	as	a	
scaffold	and	help	to	stabilize	cell	columns	as	they	do	in	chick	(Willbold	et	al.	1995),	or	
whether	they	act	through	a	diffusible	mechanism	(Willbold	et	al.	2000)	to	aid	in	whole	
tissue	organisation.	Further	investigation	would	be	required	to	determine	this.		
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In	my	experiments,	a	Notch	inhibitor	was	used	to	eliminate	MG,	and	so	I	cannot	
completely	rule	out	the	possibility	that	the	phenotype	I	saw	was	due	to	other	effects	of	
Notch	inhibition	on	retinal	lamination	such	as	during	cell	differentiation.	Ideally,	I	
would	remove	MG	using	another	method	such	as	targeting	a	gene	essential	for	their	
differentiation,	but	currently	we	don’t	have	a	method	for	doing	this.	Together	with	a	
colleague	in	the	lab	who	works	on	MG	differentiation	we	explored	alternative	genetic	
targets,	Lhx2b	and	Her2,	but	neither	of	these	appeared	to	be	specific	to	MG	
development	in	zebrafish	and	affected	other	aspects	of	embryo	development,	leading	to	
lethality.	This	could	be	due	to	compensation	by	orthologues,	however	investigating	this	
would	require	identifying	novel	genes	or	orthologues	that	are	expressed	in	zebrafish	
MG	and	testing	if	they	are	required	for	MG	specification/survival.		
	
An	alternative	method	would	have	been	to	remove	MG	through	application	of	a	
selective	gliotoxin,	DL-α-aminoadipic	acid,	as	it	has	been	done	in	chick	aggregates	
(Willbold	et	al.	1995).	This	could	allow	for	a	Notch-independent	elimination	of	MG;	
however,	this	method	would	first	need	to	be	optimised	for	zebrafish	and	due	to	the	lack	
of	time	this	approach	wasn’t	pursued.	
	
Despite	not	being	able	to	eliminate	MG	using	a	Notch-independent	method,	I	carried	out	
further	control	experiments	to	strengthen	the	correlation	between	the	effects	on	
lamination	and	MG	differentiation.	I	applied	DAPT	at	a	later	stage	to	allow	some	MG	to	
differentiate	and	the	aggregates	could	organise	once	again.	This	provided	further	
evidence	that	it	is	the	MG	themselves	that	are	critical	for	lamination	in	my	aggregates.	
	
It	is	interesting	that	MG	seem	to	play	an	essential	role	in	my	aggregates,	but	are	not	
essential	for	lamination	in	vivo	(Randlett	et	al.	2013;	MacDonald	et	al.	2015).	There	may	
be	mechanisms	operating	in	vivo,	but	not	in	vitro	that	compensate	for	the	loss	of	MG.	
One	possibility	has	to	do	with	the	fact	that	MG	provide	tensile	strength	to	the	retina	
(MacDonald	et	al.	2015),	which	is	lost	when	these	cells	are	dissociated	but	re-
established	as	MG	differentiate.	Perhaps	in	my	aggregates	cells	require	this	tensile	
strength	provided	by	MG	to	be	able	to	organise,	since	all	other	tension	has	been	lost,	
whereas	in	the	retina,	surrounding	tissues	still	provide	enough	tension	for	cells	to	
organise	in	the	absence	of	MG.	One	way	to	test	this	would	be	to	assess	the	tension	in	
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aggregates	using	AFM,	by	pushing	down	on	MG-deficient	aggregates	and	seeing	whether	
they	deform	differently	to	WT	aggregates.		
	
Another	possibility	is	that	MG	provide	some	sort	of	physical	cue	to	the	other	retinal	
cells.	In	my	aggregates,	the	apicobasal	polarity	of	the	native	neuroepithelium	has	been	
badly	degraded,	if	not	completely	destroyed,	in	the	disaggregation-reaggregation	
process.	Perhaps	here	MG	play	a	role	in	re-establishing	some	sort	of	polarity	for	cells	in	
my	aggregates,	whereas	in	vivo	the	cells	may	be	able	to	sense	other	polarity	gradients,	
i.e.	from	neighbouring	tissues	to	organise	themselves	along.	Furthermore,	MG	have	
intricate	morphologies	in	vivo,	extending	processes	into	every	cell	layer	(MacDonald	et	
al.	2017).	CRISPR	knockout	studies	carried	out	in	the	lab	(MacDonald	and	Charlton-
Perkins,	unpublished)	show	that	Pax2a	is	involved	in	the	maturation	and	correct	
lamination	of	MG.	In	the	Pax2a	mutant	defects	in	MG	range	from:	incorrect	positioning	
of	the	cell	body,	to	lack	of	mature	processes	extending	into	other	cell	layers,	or	even	
failure	of	the	cell	to	span	the	width	of	the	retina	or	adopt	the	correct	polarity.	Culturing	
cells	from	this	mutant	line,	could	tell	us	if	this	mature	architecture	is	required	for	
correct	lamination	of	the	retinal	neurons,	or	simply	the	presence	of	MG	is	sufficient.	
Interestingly	however,	it	was	observed	during	my	experiments	that	MG	don’t	appear	to	
span	all	cell	layers	in	these	aggregates	as	they	do	in	vivo	and	in	chick	reaggregates	which	
indicates	that	they	may	not	be	aiding	lamination	through	stabilisation	of	cell	columns	as	
they	do	in	chick	(Willbold	et	al.	1995).	
	
We	haven’t	yet	determined	whether	MG	are	acting	through	a	physical	or	molecular	
mechanism.	In	chick	reaggregates	it	appears	that	MG	are	acting	through	an	unknown	
diffusible	factor	(Willbold	et	al.	2000).	To	test	if	this	is	also	the	case	for	zebrafish,	I	could	
culture	my	MG-deficient	retinal	aggregates	above	a	monolayer	of	MG,	or	even	simply	in	
media	conditioned	with	supernatant	from	previously	cultured	MG,	to	see	if	any	
diffusible	factors	will	influence	their	ability	to	organise.	
	
The	timing	of	MG	development	could	also	influence	their	role	in	lamination.	Mouse	
retinas	treated	with	an	antagonist	of	BMP	to	block	MG	differentiation	have	disrupted	
lamination	and	formation	of	rosettes	in	the	postnatal	retina	(Ueki	et	al.	2015).	MG	in	the	
mouse	retina	develop	after	all	other	cell	types	are	born,	and	even	after	some	have	begun	
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to	laminate.	It	may	be	that	MG	play	a	role	in	maintaining	lamination,	rather	than	
establishing	it,	and	that	we	have	been	looking	at	their	role	in	zebrafish	too	early	in	the	
process	of	lamination.	Indeed,	layering	of	the	retina	after	the	loss	of	MG	has	only	been	
observed	up	to	5dpf	in	zebrafish	retina,	and	so	they	may	be	instead	required	later,	in	the	
more	mature	retina,	to	maintain	lamination.	It	may	be	that	in	my	aggregates,	cells	
initially	laminate,	but	cannot	maintain	their	layers	in	the	absence	of	other	supporting	
tissues	or	MG.	To	determine	this,	we	would	need	to	look	at	how	well	the	retinal	cells	are	
laminated	before	MG	are	born.	
	
5.3.3. 	Retinal	Ganglion	Cells	
	
Using	the	novel	system	developed	during	this	thesis,	I	have	begun	to	investigate	the	role	
of	RGCs	in	retinal	lamination	for	the	first	time	in	vitro,	in	a	simplified	system.	In	my	
cultures,	I	see	that	RGCs	are	layered	in	the	outer	layer,	among	the	Amacrine	Cells.	It	is	
perhaps	therefore	unsurprising	that	they	don’t	seem	to	have	an	appreciable	influence	
on	the	organisation	of	other	cell	types.	Perhaps	they	organise	in	this	layer	in	a	passive	
way,	and	do	not	play	an	active	role	in	lamination	in	aggregates.	In	fact,	I	show	that	when	
RGCs	are	removed	from	the	culture,	the	resulting	aggregates	actually	organise	slightly	
better,	which	is	surprising.	Although	I	cannot	explain	why	this	is	at	this	stage,	there	are	
several	experimental	flaws	to	consider.	First,	aggregates	in	the	control	morpholino	
(CtrlMO)	condition	were	less	organised	than	in	previous	control	experiments,	indicating	
the	presence	of	a	morpholino	may	be	influencing	the	ability	of	the	cells	to	organise.	
Second,	it	was	observed	that	aggregates	in	the	Ath5	morpholino	(Ath5MO)	condition	
contained	slightly	more	ACs	which	correlates	with	what	is	seen	in	Ath5	morphant	
retinas	in	vivo	(Kay	et	al.	2004;	Almeida	et	al.	2014).	Perhaps	this	result	is	not	due	to	the	
lack	of	RGCs,	but	due	to	the	increase	in	ACs,	although	we	cannot	know	this	without	
knowing	the	role	of	ACs	in	lamination.	
	
Although	RGCs	appear	not	to	be	required	for	lamination	in	my	aggregates,	they	may	still	
have	some	organising	qualities	in	the	retina	in	vivo	by	providing	instructive	signals.	Mis-
localised	RGCs	in	vivo	are	seen	to	influence	the	organisation	of	other	cells	and	BPs	are	
found	organised	around	them	in	their	ectopic	position	(Icha	et	al.	2016).	It	is	unknown	
why	they	seem	to	have	an	influence	on	other	cells	but	are	not	necessary	for	their	
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organisation.	To	learn	more	about	what	kind	of	role	RGCs	play	in	lamination	it	may	be	
necessary	to	observe	how	they	are	organising	in	my	aggregates	in	live	imaging	studies	
to	decipher	whether	they	play	an	active	or	passive	role	in	lamination	in	the	absence	of	
other	cues.	
	
5.3.4. 	Amacrine	and	Horizontal	Cells	
	
It	would	be	interesting	to	understand	if	ACs	and	HCs	play	a	role	in	lamination,	given	
their	dynamic	nature	during	lamination	in	vivo	(Chow	et	al.	2015)	and	their	distinctive	
ring-like	patterning	in	my	aggregates.	However,	despite	several	attempts,	I	was	only	
able	to	successfully	culture	aggregates	from	embryos	injected	with	Ptf1aMO1+2	once	
and	yield	just	3	aggregates	from	each	of	the	experimental	conditions.	Although	it	
appears	the	Crx:gapCFP	cells	are	less	organised	in	the	Ptf1aMO	1+2	condition,	the	
number	of	repeats	is	far	too	low	to	make	any	inferences	about	the	strength	of	this	data.	I	
would	need	to	repeat	the	experiment	several	more	times,	and	analyse	the	organisation	
using	the	Isocontour	profiling	script	to	gain	a	quantitative	measure	of	organisation.	I	
would	also	need	to	see	the	relative	position	of	the	remaining	cell	populations,	in	
particular	the	RGCs	and	the	PRs/BPs.	
	
To	increase	numbers	of	repeats	I	would	need	to	make	some	changes	to	the	
experimental	conditions.	First,	I	would	make	fresh	solutions	and	use	new	morpholinos	
to	check	whether	there	might	have	been	a	batch	effect,	or	if	anything	was	contaminated.	
If	the	solutions	and	morpholinos	were	deemed	not	to	be	the	cause	then	perhaps	retinas	
in	the	Ptf1aMO	1+2	condition	are	more	susceptible	to	dissociating,	and	the	lack	of	
calcium	in	the	dissociation	medium	exaggerates	this.	Collecting	in	culture	medium	
instead	of	dissociation	medium	could	allow	the	eyes	to	remain	intact	until	I	am	ready	to	
dissociate	them.	If	retinas	from	the	Ptf1aMO	1+2	condition	do	indeed	dissociate	more	
easily	than	retinas	from	other	conditions,	this	may	tell	us	something	about	the	role	of	
ACs	and	HCs	in	retinal	integrity.	Perhaps	these	cells	are	important	for	holding	other	
retinal	cell	layers	together	and	this	could	have	implications	in	retinal	lamination	as	well.		
	
Finally,	to	analyse	the	layering	in	these	aggregates	I	would	also	need	to	adapt	some	of	
the	parameters	of	the	Matlab	script.	The	script	predominantly	analyses	the	
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organisations	of	the	Crx:gapCFP	and	Ptf1a:cytGFP	cell	populations,	but	the	Ptf1a:cytGFP	
population	would	be	eliminated	in	this	experiment.	I	would	therefore	stain	the	
aggregates	with	Zn5	to	label	RGC	cells	and	use	this	as	the	second	population	of	cells	to	
analyse	the	organisation.	Alternatively,	I	could	culture	cells	from	a	transgenic	cross	of	
Isl3:GFP,	which	labels	RGCs,	with	Crx:gapCFP	to	negate	any	need	for	staining.	RGCs	
normally	reside	in	the	outer	layer	of	the	aggregates,	with	the	Crx:gapCFP	cells	clustered	
within	them.	Perhaps	if	ACs	/	HCs	play	an	important	role	in	lamination	we	would	see	
less	spatial	distinction	between	these	two	populations	of	cells.	
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5.4. General	discussion	and	future	directions	
	
In	this	thesis,	I	have	developed	a	novel	method	for	investigating	neural	lamination	in	
vitro	and	found	that	zebrafish	retinal	cells	reaggregate	quickly	and	are	capable	of	self-
organising	in	a	simple,	non-adhesive	3D	format.	As	with	previous	findings	in	other	
systems	I	found	that	zebrafish	retinal	cells	were	most	capable	of	organising	at	younger	
stages,	and	that	they	are	dependent	on	R-Cognin	to	reaggregate.	I	have	also	developed	a	
novel	method	of	analysing	the	layering	of	these	aggregates	that	gives	a	robust,	
quantitative	metric	of	organisation.		
	
5.4.1. Early	vs	later	lamination	events	
	
While	this	is	a	simple	and	easy	to	manipulate	system,	it	must	also	be	noted	that	it	is	
likely	this	system	represents	a	model	or	primary	reaggregation,	based	mostly	on	
mechanisms	of	cell	adhesion	and	sorting-out.	It	is	unknown	to	what	extent	this	model	
represents	a	mature,	stratified	retina	and	whether	the	cells	in	this	system	are	capable	of	
forming	functional	connections	as	they	do	in	vivo.	For	instance,	in	some	aggregates	it	
was	observed	that	RGCs	were	extending	axons	around	the	outer	edge	of	the	aggregates,	
and	that	some	ACs	also	extended	axons	within	close	proximity	to	RGCs	indicating	that	
some	cells	in	these	aggregates	may	be	adopting	their	mature	morphologies	and	
beginning	to	form	synapses	or	an	immature	IPL.	It	would	be	interesting	to	see	to	what	
extent	these	cells	are	maturing	in	culture,	whether	they	are	capable	of	making	synaptic	
connections	and	how	mature	the	aggregates	are	in	terms	of	developing	synaptic	layers.	
This	would	help	us	to	draw	more	links	with	studies	in	other	organisms	such	as	the	
chick,	mouse	and	gerbil	where	they	have	been	able	to	describe	some	of	the	later	
lamination	events.			
	
5.4.2. Cellular	mechanisms	
	
Nevertheless,	using	this	novel	model	of	retinal	reaggregation,	I	have	built	upon	previous	
investigations	of	some	of	the	mechanisms	of	lamination	finding	some	results	that	agree	
with	previous	findings	and	some	that	have	highlighted	new	mechanisms.	Like	in	in	vivo	
studies,	it	seems	RGCs	are	not	required	for	lamination	in	my	aggregates,	however	I	
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cannot	say	whether	they	may	still	provide	some	organising	influence.	It	seems	that	
ACs/HCs	may	play	a	role	in	lamination,	due	to	their	robust	ring-like	organisation,	but	
there	was	insufficient	data	to	make	any	inferences	about	this	at	this	stage.	When	looking	
at	the	supporting	cells	of	the	retina,	I	have	however	built	upon	previous	findings	and	
provided	some	new	insights.	For	instance,	unlike	in	chick	aggregates,	RPE	cells	seem	not	
to	be	necessary	for	full	retinal	lamination	in	zebrafish	retinal	aggregates,	although	we	
cannot	discount	the	possibility	that	they	may	play	a	role	in	higher	order	lamination	such	
as	IPL	formation	or	provide	a	polarity	cue,	as	they	do	in	chick.	Also,	the	finding	that	MG	
are	necessary	for	lamination	in	vitro	contradicts	findings	in	the	zebrafish	retina	in	vivo	
but	agrees	with	findings	in	chick	aggregates.	This	suggests	there	are	mechanisms	
occurring	in	vivo	to	compensate	for	the	loss	of	MG	that	are	not	present	in	vitro,	at	least	
in	zebrafish.	This	could	be	due	to	the	dissociation	and	reaggregation	process,	or	due	to	
the	lack	of	surrounding	tissues	providing	support	to	the	retina,	revealing	the	
importance	of	MG,	possibly	to	provide	tensile	strength	to	the	aggregate	of	cells.	I	cannot	
determine	this	in	my	current	experiments,	but	it	is	an	interesting	result	to	consider	
when	investigating	mechanisms	of	neural	lamination.		
	
5.4.3. Molecular	mechanisms	
	
We	cannot	simply	look	at	the	roles	of	each	cell	type	to	truly	understand	this	picture	of	
lamination,	we	must	also	look	at	the	molecules.	Some	molecules	may	be	providing	
positional	cues	for	cells	to	orient	themselves	or	migrate	along,	and	some	may	be	
involved	in	direct	cell-cell	communication.	Unfortunately,	due	to	time	constraints,	I	did	
not	have	time	to	investigate	these,	but	there	are	several	candidate	molecules	that	are	
likely	to	be	involved	in	lamination.		
	
For	example,	the	family	of	laminins	are	well	known	for	their	role	in	cell-cell	and	cell-
ECM	communications	involved	in	tissue	morphogenesis.	Laminin	1	is	expressed	at	the	
basal	lamina	of	the	zebrafish	retina	(Lee	&	Gross	2007).	The	loss	of	its	Lamα1	subunit	
leads	to	loss	of	cell-cell	adhesion	and	epithelial	polarity,	resulting	in	a	disorganised	
retina	(Bryan	et	al.	2016).	To	investigate	the	role	of	Laminin	1	in	lamination	of	my	
aggregates,	first	I	would	need	to	determine	if	it	is	indeed	expressed	in	my	cultures,	and	
if	so,	where?	Could	it	be	providing	a	polarity	cue	to	the	cells?	I	could	then	investigate	its	
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role	by	culturing	cells	from	the	lamα1UW1	mutant	(Bryan	et	al.	2016),	or	embryos	
injected	with	the	Lamα1	morpholino	at	the	1-2	cell	stage	(Pollard	et	al.	2006)	and	
assessing	the	ability	of	the	laminin-deficient	cells	to	laminate.	It	should	however	be	
considered	that	there	may	be	laminin	in	the	embryo	extract	in	the	culture	medium,	
which	could	prevent	us	from	gaining	clear	data	on	the	role	of	laminin	in	these	cultures.	
Since	it	may	be	difficult	to	completely	remove	laminin	from	my	cultures.	It	therefore	
may	be	a	better	approach	to	replace	laminin	into	the	system	to	investigate	its	role,	
rather	than	trying	to	remove	it.		
	
Since	Laminin	1	has	been	shown	to	provide	a	polarity	cue	to	the	developing	retina	
(Randlett	et	al.	2011),	it	would	be	interesting	to	see	if	this	is	the	case	in	my	aggregates.	
To	do	this	we	must	restrict	where	the	laminin	is	expressed	within	the	cultures.	In	vivo	
studies	have	investigated	the	role	of	laminin	using	laminin-coated	beads	injected	into	
the	developing	retina	(Randlett	et	al.	2011).	In	these	studies,	they	see	that	RGC	axons	
grow	toward	the	beads,	highlighting	the	positive	cue	that	laminin	provides	in	this	
circumstance.	I	could	take	advantage	of	this	setup	and	introduce	laminin-coated	beads	
into	our	cultures	to	see	if	the	cells	react	to	this	localised	cue.	It	is	hypothesised	that,	
since	Laminin	1	is	normally	expressed	in	the	basal	membrane	of	the	retina,	if	it	does	
provide	a	polarity	cue	to	the	retinal	cells	in	terms	of	ordering	of	layering	then	perhaps	it	
would	promote	the	reverse	layering	of	the	retinal	cells:	RGCs	next	to	the	source	of	
laminin,	followed	by	ACs,	BPs,	HCs	then	PRs,	reminiscent	of	how	the	cells	layer	in	
respect	to	the	lens.	I	tested	the	practicality	of	this	experiment	and	found	that	agarose	
beads	could	be	easily	coated	with	laminin	1	and	individually	placed	inside	single	wells	
within	the	agarose	microwell	dishes.	This	would	allow	the	introduction	of	laminin,	or	
indeed	any	molecule	that	could	be	coated	onto	the	beads,	into	the	culture	at	any	time.	
	
There	are	a	whole	range	of	molecules	that	could	be	involved	in	retinal	lamination,	
including	adhesion	molecules	such	as	cadherins,	components	of	the	extracellular	matrix	
and	even	guidance	cues,	as	discussed	in	the	introduction	of	this	thesis.	The	
experimental	setup	described	in	this	thesis	provides	a	platform	whereby	we	can	easily	
remove	or	introduce	molecules	of	interest	to	the	culture	to	assess	their	role	in	neural	
lamination.	However,	in	doing	this	we	must	consider	the	potential	impact	of	molecules	
in	the	surrounding	culture	medium,	since	a	component	of	this	is	zebrafish	extract.	
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Molecules	in	this	extract	may	be	playing	a	role	in	lamination	by	providing	a	polarity	cue	
to	the	outside	of	the	aggregates.	Any	investigations	of	the	molecular	mechanisms	of	
lamination	must	therefore	use	extra	controls	in	experiments,	possibly	by	using	
zebrafish	extract	from	embryos	also	void	of	the	molecule	being	investigated.	
	
5.4.4. Physical	mechanisms	
	
Finally,	one	must	consider	the	physical	mechanisms	at	play	during	lamination.	Firstly,	it	
cannot	be	determined	if	the	cells	are	self-organising	by	interacting	with	each	other	and	
actively	migrating	through	the	aggregates,	or	if	they	are	organising	through	a	more	
passive	process	of	cell	sorting.	To	determine	this,	we	would	likely	need	to	observe	the	
cells	organising	in	real	time	to	see	if	they	are	undergoing	active	cell	migration	to	reach	
their	final	destination.		
	
Perhaps	the	cells	in	my	aggregates	simply	order	according	to	differential	adhesion	or	
tension.	We	could	examine	this	by	first	just	culturing	various	combinations	of	cell	
populations	and	assessing	if	the	relative	ordering	of	cells	is	the	same,	despite	lacking	
the	other	populations	of	cells.	We	could	also	look	at	the	adhesion	and	tension	between	
different	populations	of	cells	using	micro-physical	measurements	of	adhesion	and	
tension	(Puech	et	al.	2006;	Maître	et	al.	2012).		
	
5.4.5. Multiple	mechanisms	
	
While	I	have	aimed	to	tease	apart	the	mechanisms	of	lamination	in	this	thesis,	it	is	
unlikely	to	be	governed	by	any	of	these	mechanisms	in	isolation	and	we	must	consider	
how	they	might	interact	with	each	other.	An	example	being	that	MG	appear	to	be	
important	in	lamination	in	vitro	but	not	in	vivo	and	that	this	might	be	due	to	a	diffusible	
factor	produced	by	the	cells,	as	shown	in	chick	reaggregates	(Willbold	et	al.	2000),	or	it	
could	be	due	to	the	tensile	strength	provided	by	the	cells	(MacDonald	et	al.	2015),	or	
both.	The	picture	of	lamination	appears	complex	and	there	is	much	to	be	done	to	truly	
understand	the	picture	of	which	mechanisms	are	involved	and	how	they	might	interact,	
and	these	aggregates	are	a	simplified	format	with	which	to	continue	these	
investigations.	Not	only	can	we	remove	cells	or	molecules	of	interest,	but	we	can	also	
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reintroduce	components	of	the	system	one	at	a	time,	or	in	combination	to	assess	their	
role	in	lamination.		
	
5.4.6. Lamination	is	a	dynamic	process	
	
Lamination	does	not	occur	as	a	series	of	static	events.	It	is	a	dynamic	process	involving		
cells	differentiation,	migration	and	interaction	with	other	cells	to	find	their	correct	
layers.	The	zebrafish	retinal	reaggregates	developed	in	this	thesis	using	the	Spectrum	of	
Fates	transgenic	line	provide	the	opportunity	to	study	the	dynamics	of	lamination	in	the	
absence	of	pre-existing	scaffolds	or	polarity.	By	imaging	from	above	the	microwell	dish,	
using	a	water	dipping	lens,	we	can	look	at	the	cells	live	as	they	aggregate	and	laminate.	
Using	this	imaging	technique,	we	could	establish	whether	zebrafish	retinal	cells	first	
produce	rosettes	or	columns	of	cells	in	the	early	stages	of	lamination,	before	the	whole	
aggregate	becomes	fully	laminated,	as	they	do	in	chick	aggregates.	Cells	could	be	
identified	in	real	time	with	the	SoFa1	line,	however,	we	must	consider	that	in	the	early	
stages	of	aggregation	and	lamination	in	these	aggregates	cells	have	not	yet	specified,	
therefore	cannot	be	identified	with	the	corresponding	genetic	markers.	A	method	
currently	being	developed	in	the	lab	to	look	at	cell-cell	interactions	during	
differentiation	and	layering	in	vivo	(Afnan	Azizi,	personal	communication)	uses	tracking	
of	cells	labelled	with	a	ubiquitous	nuclear	marker,	H2B,	followed	by	identification	using	
the	SoFa1	markers	at	the	end	imaging.	Cell	movements	are	then	back-tracked	to	cell	
movements	with	fate.	This	method	could	eventually	be	adopted	in	my	cultures	to	
examine	cell	movements	during	reaggregation,	differentiation,	and	lamination.	
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5.5. Concluding	remarks	
	
In	this	thesis,	I	have	presented	a	novel	model	for	analysing	the	cellular	and	molecular	
mechanisms	that	drive	cellular	lamination	in	the	retina.	I	show	that	dissociated	
zebrafish	retinal	progenitors	reaggregate	quickly,	and	within	just	48	hours	in	vitro	
differentiate	into	all	retinal	cell	types	and	organise	into	layers.	I	show	that	this	is	
dependent	on	developmental	time,	and	that	they	require	R-Cognin	to	reaggregate.	With	
the	aid	of	the	SoFa1	line,	I	developed	a	simple	analysis	of	this	layering	that	can	be	easily	
and	reliably	quantified	to	give	us	a	measure	of	organisation.	Using	this	model,	I	have	
revealed	that	Müller	Glial	cells	are	important	for	zebrafish	retinal	lamination	in	vitro,	
but	not	in	vivo,	whereas	RPE	cells	and	RGCs	do	not	appear	to	be	required.	I	also	reveal	a	
potential	role	for	ACs	and	HCs	in	lamination	due	to	their	distinct	patterning	in	these	
aggregates.	These	results	indicate	that	some	mechanisms	may	be	operating	in	vitro	but	
not	in	vivo	or	that	perhaps	there	are	multiple	mechanisms	governing	lamination	that	
compensate	for	each	other	when	one	is	lost.	The	picture	of	retinal	lamination	is	still	far	
from	clear,	but	this	model	provides	a	simplified	platform	upon	which	to	accelerate	
investigations	of	the	basic	cellular,	molecular	and	physical	mechanisms	of	neural	
lamination	and	how	they	might	integrate.	
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